Radiographic Evaluations of the Tetra-Calcium Phosphate and Diacalcium Phosphate with Bone Plate in Osseo-Integration of Bone Repair in Rabbit
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Abstract: Problem statement: To determine the effect of the Tetra calcium phosphate and Diacalcium phosphate cement in comparison with bone plate in fracture repair in rabbit. Experimental in vivo study. A total of 18 adult male White New Zealand rabbits, weighing 3.0±0.250 Kg and about 6 months old were used. They were fasted 4 h before start of experiment and were off-water even 2 h too. They were divided into 2 groups of bone plate (I) and cement (II) of 9 rabbits each which subsequently divided into 3 subgroups of 1(Ia and II a) month and 2 (Ib and IIb) and 3 (Ic and IIc) months duration in each group. Approach: Under general anesthesia and aseptic condition the craniolateral surface of right radial was exposed and a piece of full thickness from mid-section of radial bone in length of 1cm was removed using electrical bone vibrator in the all rabbit. The both ends of this bone was stabilized using mini bone plate of 4 holes in the group I, whereas prehardened cylinders of cement were implanted into rabbit radial defects in the group II rabbits. Radiographs were taken on zero days after creation of gap and on 1, 2 and 3 months from each rabbit using parameters such as local changes, stabilization of implant and bone, bone formation and implant biodegradation.

Results: Comparison of clinical signs in the I and II indicated that they had similar physical activity and same degree of lameness during observation period of 90 days Radiographically keeping in view the parameters were used to evaluate the major changes revealed no sign of infection on the edges of each defect and both groups permitted stabilization of the defected bones and maintenance of correct position. The new bone formation and the implant biodegradation in the bone defects could be clearly reflected by the gradually weakened umbral on the radiographs during the whole process one repair in group I was not as perfect as those in cement or group II samples. Conclusion/Recommendations: Application of paste of tetra calcium phosphate and diacalcium phosphate indicated to have positive effect in integral formation of qualitative callus at the site of fracture and early re-organization of callus too.
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INTRODUCTION

Repair of large bone is one the tough clinical problem in most of referred cases and each surgeon has his own choice of approaches too. Application of various biological implants for long bone defect repair, each possesses its own limitation in addition to immunologic response and endemic risk of grafts too Tetra calcium phosphate and diacalcium phosphate cement for their osteoconductive, readily osseointegrated, easily shaped and gradually degradable properties are still the most commonly used cement materials to to fill up defects and gap between fractured fragments on account of their good biological properties As the results in terms of Osseo integration have not always been satisfactory under altered metabolic bone condition various strategies to improve Osseo integration have been specifically focused on the implant characteristic specially chemical composition. These may affect the cell and biochemical responses of the host bone in order to promote bone apposition through acceleration of the
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chemical bonding between the new bone and implant. The aim of the present study was to compare the in vivo Osseo integration of these cement with that of bone plate in same dimensions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design: This study was performed in accordance with the University of Tehran Law on animal experimentation and this research project was approved by the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and University of Tehran Research Council. 18 adult male New Zealand rabbits 3.0±0.250 Kg body weight were submitted orthopedic surgery under deep and effective anaesthesia using combinations of Acepromazine Maleate (2%) 1 mg kgbw⁻¹ intramuscularly as premedication (Karon Co. Iran) and anesthesia was induced intramuscularly using 35 mg kgbw⁻¹ ketamine hydrochloride (10% alfasan. Woerden-Holland) with combination of xylazine hydrochloride 2% using 5 mg kgbw⁻¹ (alfasan. Woerden-Holland) After securing in the supine position of each rabbit, Under general anesthesia and aseptic condition the craniolateral surface of right radial was exposed and a piece of full thickness from medial section of radial bone in length of 1cm was removed using electrical bone vibrator in the all rabbit. They were divided into 2 groups of bone plate (I) and cement (II) of 9 rabbits each which subsequently divided into 3 subgroups of (I a and II a) one month and two (Ib and IIb) and three (Ic and IIc) months duration in each group. The both ends of this bone was stabilized using mini bone plate of 4 holes in the group (I) whereas the paste of tetracalcium phosphate and diacalcium phosphate used to filled the gap in the group II rabbits. Radiographs were taken on zero days after creation of gap and on 1, 2 and 3; months from each rabbit.

Antibiotics (penicillin G procaine 40000 IU kg⁻¹ IM every 12 h) dexamethasone 0.6 mg Kg⁻¹ vitamin B. complex 0.2 mg Kg⁻¹ and analgesic such as Tramadol hydrochloride (5 mg Kg⁻¹ IM every 12 h) were administered for 3 post-operative days.

Radiography analysis: For comparative evaluation of osseointegration of cement reaction in group II with that of bone plate used for stability of radial bone in group I, parameters such as local changes, stabilization of implant and bone, bone formation and implant biodegradation were considered. Lateral radiographs were taken on days 0, 30, 60, 90 post surgery using 50 KVP, 3.2 mAs and 100 cm FFD. Qualitative assessment of internal callus formation, external callus formation, intercortical callus formation, osteoinduction and remaining of cement in produced gap was made in both groups of bone plate and cement.

RESULTS

No operative or postoperative complications were encountered. All of the rabbits tolerated operation well and survived until the final experimental time. No wound opening or infections were observed. Radiographically keeping in view the parameters were used to evaluate the major changes revealed no sign of infection on the edges of each defect and both groups permitted stabilization of the defected bones and maintenance of correct position. External callus was not formed in bone plate group up to day 90. Intercortical and internal callus was formed on day 90 in bone plate group. External and intercortical callus was not formed up to day 90 in cement group while the scaffolding of internal callus was not distinguishable in cement group due to mixing with cement. There was rounding of bone edges in some cases due to lack of steoinduction. Radiopacity and homogeneity of cement significantly reduced gradually by day 90 in cement group.

The defect repair in group I was not as perfect as those in cement or group II samples (Fig. 1-3). The new bone bone formation and the implant biodegradation in the bone defects could be clearly reflected by the gradually weakened umbral on the radiographs during the whole process bone repair in group II (Fig. 4-6).

Fig. 1: Radiograph of Bone plate indicating no local reaction and dislocation after 30 days of fixation
Fig. 2: Radiograph of Bone plate indicating local reaction internal callus formation at the both ends of radial bone after 60 days of fixation

Fig. 3: Radiograph of Bone plate indicating local reaction of internal and Intermediate callus formation at the both ends of radial bone after 90 days of fixation

Fig. 4: Radiograph of the prehardened mixture of cements (TCPC and DCPC) Indicating no local reaction and loosening of implant after 30 days of fixation

Fig. 5: Radiograph of the prehardened mixture of cements (TCPC and DCPC) Indicating no local reaction and loosening of implant with weakened Implant opacity after 60 days of fixation

Fig. 6: Radiograph of the prehardened mixture of cements (TCPC and DCPC) Indicating host bone replacement with fading of umbral of the cement after 90 days of fixation

**DISCUSSION**

An ideal biomaterial for bone tissue should be non-immunogenic, biodegradable and highly effective osteoinduction and besides providing mechanical support\[^6\]. The initial attachment and subsequent proliferation of osteogenic cells, as well as their ability to form bone are the most important factors affecting the success of a bone implant\[^7,8\]. Application of these cements with correct biological activity the major changes revealed no sign of infection on the edges of
each defect and there was no dislocation of implants in all groups.\[10-11\]. Both groups permitted stabilization of the defected bones and maintenance of correct position. The new bone formation and the implant biodegradation in the bone defects could be clearly reflected by the gradually weakened umbral on the radiographs during the whole process\[12-14\]. The bone repair in group I was not as perfect as those in cement or group II samples, there was no dislocation of implants in all groups\[15-17\]. Lack of formation of external callus in both groups could be due to stable fracture and no movement of fractures segments\[18-21\]. Healing time was longer than normal, possibly due to large gap between two ends of fracture fragments in both groups\[22-25\].

CONCLUSION

The present radiographic findings demonstrated the in our study, there was appreciatable osteointegration between cement and host defected bone without local soft tissue reaction which can be used to fill large gap for early stability and further stimulation for qualitative callus formation but the duration of the experiment was too short to investigate the complete resorption of the cement that used as an implant.
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